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It was the stuff of nightmares: After clicking on a wrong link, Carrera Thibodeaux was locked
out of her first law school exam.

There was no time to correct the error. She would be the only one of her 70 classmates at
Loyola University Chicago School of Law unable to access the exam software. She would
have to use pen and paper.

As she cried in the school bathroom, it wasn't her mother she wanted to talk to. Thibodeaux, a
Memphis, Tenn., native, is the first in her family to graduate from college. She wanted
someone who understood the pressure of law school, where job offers are tied to grades, and
grades often rest on a single exam. She called Tiffany Harper and Chasity Boyce.

“They got me through it,” she says.

Harper, 32, is a seventh-year associate in the Chicago office of Polsinelli. Boyce, 31, is
associate general counsel in Gov. Bruce Rauner's office. They're also the architects of the
Pipeline Program, an effort to swell the ranks of black female lawyers at elite law firms. The
program targets first-year students and coaches them weekly in academics and professional
development. The first year is key, because a student's grade point average that year sets a
trajectory toward summer associate positions, which are the gateway to full-time jobs at the
firms that pay the most. Thibodeaux was one of three students in last year's pilot launch.

“It's like an equation,” says Boyce, who graduated from Howard University in Washington,
D.C. “Good grades in your first semester of law school, your first year of law school—plus a
certain decorum, the ability to interview well, a resume that puts your best foot forward—equals
an opportunity to enter (a law firm) at a summer associate level where it's easier in certain
economies . . . to get a job there.”

Just under 9 percent of the first-year students who entered law school in 2013 were black,
according to the American Bar Association, and the number of African-Americans in the legal
profession dwindles at every career stage. While they represent 13.2 percent of the U.S.
population, they made up 4 percent of associates at law firms and 1.7 percent of partners in
2014, according to the National Association for Law Placement. In Chicago, among the city's
3,435 law firm partners, 26 are black women.

The pipeline into the top firms can be harder for black students to access because they are
more likely to attend lower-ranked law schools. Law firms are obsessed with prestige, says
William Henderson, a professor at Indiana University's Maurer School of Law in Bloomington,
Ind., who has researched this area. Admission to elite law schools acts as “a proxy that
captures, if not ability, at least potential,” he says. Yet it's a damaging mythology, because
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when it comes to measuring skills such as writing, oral advocacy or business origination, “we
seldom find that where you went to law school is a good predictor of anything that matters.”

But firms retain the upper hand in the market for fresh law school graduates, making it difficult
to persuade them to look beyond their traditional hiring grounds. Data from the law placement
association show that 66 percent of the class of 2014 landed jobs that required bar passage,
the first upward tick since 2007, when it was 77 percent. So Harper and Boyce are coaching
students to meet the existing standards. This year the program expanded to five students and
moved to John Marshall Law School. Because John Marshall ranks lower than Loyola, the
pair purposely selected candidates with marketable backgrounds, like Coimbra Jackson, who
holds an engineering degree, interned at Boeing and leans toward intellectual property law.

Harper and Boyce spend 20 to 25 hours a week on the program, preparing for the Saturday
sessions, leading them and advising the women one-on-one. The $35,000 budget is provided
by law firms and corporate sponsors. To drill legal concepts, the students compete against one
another; the winner receives a $50 gift card.

The sessions also are a safe place to ask questions. Harper remembers being one of two
black students in a section of 60 at Washington University School of Law in St. Louis. “The
likelihood that I was going to raise my hand and ask an embarrassing question, even if I didn't
get it, was pretty small,” she says. But with the program, “we can be the place where you can
come and say, 'I just sat through a contracts class for an hour, and I didn't understand a word
that he said.' . . .We're trying to fight against the defeat and the (feeling that) 'this isn't for me,
this wasn't made for me,' because it absolutely was made for you.”

Last summer, Harper and Boyce arranged for Thibodeaux and another student to clerk for a
federal judge and to work as summer associates at midsized Chicago law firm Arnstein & Lehr.
Managing partner Michael Gesas says the six-week timeframe and the initial screening
conducted by Harper and Boyce made it easy to try the program. The summer went well, and
the firm plans to participate again.

Although established locally, Arnstein isn't one of the country's largest law firms, which snap
up the small number of black law students from elite schools.

“I can't compete with the dollars,” Gesas says. “We can compete with an honest and organized
effort to mentor. That's something you might not get at Big Law as you're going in the door.”

But Harper and Boyce are betting they can get Big Law to crack open that door. They are
looking for other firms to take students this summer. They eventually want to take the program
nationwide. It won't be easy. Harper noted at a recent conference that her own firm, which is
growing rapidly, is “not there yet” in its willingness to hire from lower-tier schools. Anthony
Nasharr, managing partner at Polsinelli's Chicago office, acknowledges that where a student
graduated is important but says it also depends on the candidate.
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Thibodeaux, 25, will be a candidate this year for critical second-year summer associate
positions. Law school is hard for anyone, she says, and with no one in her immediate circle
who has done it, maybe it is a little harder for her. But that's the gift of the program. That day
as she listened to Harper tell her that handwritten exams actually average a higher score than
typed ones, she calmed down. She left the bathroom. An associate dean gave her two pens.
And then she handwrote 18 pages, exhausting the ink in the first pen, throwing it aside and
continuing with the second.

She got a B-plus.
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